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Abstract 

A robust control system has been designed to regulate temperature 
in a vacuum vessel. The thermodynamic process is modeled by a set of 
nonlinear, implicit differential equations. The control design and analysis 
task exercised many of the computer-aided control systems design 
software packages, including MATLAB, DELIGHT, and LSAP. The working 
environment is a VAX computer. Advantages and limitations of the 
software and environment, and the impact on final controller design is 
discussed. 
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I. Introduction 

A recent application at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory required 
extensive use of computer-aided control system design (CACSD) tools. The 
problem was to control the temperature and other process parameters in the 
advanced vapor laser isotope separator (AVLIS) vacuum vessel. In this 
paper we present the results of modeling, control design, and closed loop 
simulation of the process, paying particular attention to the computer tools 
used. 

This project allowed us to excerse many of the typical paths of 
practical system analysis and control design. For example, the system is 
described by a large number of nonlinear differential equations, with several 
other implicit nonlinear relations that must hold true along system 
trajectories. Thus constrained linearization was required. The nominal 
operating point was not known a-priori so a combination of simulation, 
root solving, and educated guessing was necessary to find it. Perturbations to 
the system included random fluctuations in internal system parameter?, 
making robustness considerations paramount. These conditions in a sense 
made the project a "worst case," but typical, control design problem 

In general, the CACSD tools we had available to us worked well. The 
interactivity of these codes, combined with the fast response of the computer 
they were running on, provided us with an environment conducive to 
proforming sensitivity studies and double checks that probably would not 
have been done if tedious programming were required. The interactive 
programs, however, are still not at a stage where they can be used without 
requiring signifigant technical knowledge about the computer system they 
run on. The next generation of CACSD should take advantage of emerging 
workstation technology to alleviate this burden on the control designer. 

II. Process Model 

In the laser isotope separator it is important to keep the internal 
temperature within a certain range: not too hot, which might damage 
internal components, and not too cold, which would slow down the process. 
The main objective is to produce product at as high a rate as possible, a goal 
which tends to dictate operation at high temperatures. 

Thermodynamic analysis led to a dynamic model of the process 
involving 30 differential equations and 42 implicit algebraic equations. The 
"states" represent the temperatures at various zones in the vessel. The 
implicit equations describe the heat balance of surfaces with their 
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surroundings: 
0 = Z j a , fl Ej jAjTj 4 • F, - 6,-^Tj 4 - A, (T, " T b J V(Rf • X,-/ZKb) 

1 = 2 42 (2.1) 

The differential equations describe the heat balance in bulk material: 

mjCb(d/dl)Tb, = <T r T b 1 )Aj/(Rj • x f/2K b) - (T„, - T o j )A/(x,/2KD) 

i = l 30 (2.2) 

where Tj represents the temperature of surfaces, T bj the internal 
temperature of bull" material, T o i the temperature on the outside surface of 
the vessel (the seccnd term in (2.2) is ommitted for parts with no outside 
surface), Eij are radiative exchange factors, Aj are surface areas, Rj thermal 
resistance of surface to bulk interface, jq thickness of element, Kb thermal 
conductivity of bulk material, «j emmisivity of surface, nij mass of bulk 
element, c b specific heat of bulk, and Fj is the heat load on the i'th surface, 
which is due to the kinetic energy of gas impinging on the surfaces. Fj is 
itself a complicated nonlinear function of internal temperatures. Formulas 
for Fj are ommlted for clarity of this presentation. 

In interpreting the system equations (2.1) and (2.2) note that positive 
terms indicate energy gained and negative terms indicate energy lost by a 
particular element. 

The i-1 surface ommitted from equations (2.1) corresponds to a 
surface heated by an electron gun. The gun current is the main control 
vjiriable. The balance equation for electron gun heated surface is 

0 = 2 j = 1 , N E j i A j T j 4 + c 1 , g V 9 " c2P ( lg> ' W i 4 ' A j (T r T b j ) / (x i /2K z ) 

i = 1 (2.3) 

where l g is electron gun current, V_ electron gun voltage, g is evaporation 
rate (a function of gun current); Cj and c 2 are constants and J^ represents 
thermal conductivity. 

Variables that can be measured include temperature on the outer 
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surface of the vessel, Tcj, via thermocouples, and evaporation rate, p, via an 
independent laser diagnostic. 

The need for robust closed-loop control became apparent when 
modelers realized that the "constants" Cj and c 2 were, in fact, uncertain and 
possibly time-varying. In addition, open loop simulation revealed that the 
system could be unstable (exhibit thermal runaway) in certain operating 
regimes. 

III. Control Design 

The overall scheme for control is shown schematically in Figure 1. The 
inner loop is designed to hold production rate at a constant set value. 
However, if the temperature exceeds bounds, due to external disturbances or 
a change internal to the plant, the outer loop is activated thourgh a threshold 
element, and adjusts the rate set point to maintain temperature. 

The controller is discrete time, with a sample rate of one minute, 
which we deemed appropriate for the types of thermocouples and other 
diagnostics used. The inner loop was designed to settle nominally in one 
sample interval. It is important that the outer loop also respond quickly (it 
too is designed to settle in one sample interval) however, due to the 
presence of a nonlinear threshold element in the loop, some nonlinear 
analysis is necessary to determine conditions for stability. Simple describing 
function analysis reveals that the outer loop must have 100* gain reduction 
tolerance. 

The compensator dynamics are shown in Figure 1. The plant dynamic 
model used for control design is based on linearinzing (2.1M2.3) about the 
nominal operating point. This linearized plant is given ^>y 

Pfe): 
(z-.95)(z-.84)(z-.72+.02i)(z-.72-.02i) 

TcifeWgfe) 
(z-.96)(z-.91)(z-.8)(z-.75)(2-7) 

p(z)/lg(z) - 1/z (3.1) 
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Figure 1. Temperature Control Scheme 

Since the system is 30'th order as originally modeled, equation (3.1) 
represents the reduced order approximation to the plant. The remainder of 
the poles and zeros appear as nearly canceling pole-zero pairs, and are all 
inside the circle |z|<7. 

The closed-loop transfer function of the inner loop (with the outer 
loop open) is 

p(z)/lg(z) - 1/z (3.2) 

thus the inner loop settles in one sample period. The closed loop transfer 
function of the outer loop (with the inner loop closed and with the nonlinear 
threshold element replaced by unity gain ) is also 

p(z)/lg(z) - 1/z (3.3) 

Thus the closed-loop dynamics are as desired. To prove stability of the outer 
loop in the presence of the nonlinear element, we plot the open loop transfer 
function in the Nyquist plane. On this same graph, we plot the locus of 
points, -l/Kgq, where ^ is the equivalent gain of the nonlinear element, 
for all input signal amplitudes (see Figure 2.). The equivalent gain, E^., 
ranges from 0 to 1 thus -l/K^, ranges from -» to -1. Since the two loci do 
not intersect (and the -1 point is not encircled by the ©pc-n loop transfer 
function) the closed loop system is stable and has no limit cycles*. It can be 
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Plant Transfer 
Function 

Figure 2. Locus of Plant and Nonlinear Element 

easily verified that the root locus for the outer loop lies entirely within the 
unit circle, which assures the 100& gain reduction tolerance mentioned 
earlier. As a further robustness measure, each loop operates with a 100* 
gain increase margin. 

IV. Closed-Loop Simulation 

A closed loop simulation was designed to demonstrate the robustness 
of the control design in a reasonble disturbance scenario. Of course, in the 
closed loop simulation, the complete nonlinear model of the plant (equations 
2.1 and 2.2) is used. Results of the simulation are plotted in Figures 3, 4, 
and 5. This simulation involves perturbing a nominal plant parameter after 
the process has reached its nominal steady state. At t-5 minutes, the 
evaporation rate efficiency (C2 in equation (2.3)) decreases by \0%. This 
results in an immediate readjustment of gun current (Figure 3) to maintain 
the set rate (Figure 4). The increased gun current, however, heats up the 
vessel until, at t=33 minutes, the upper bound of the threshold element is 
reached (Figure 5). At this point, gun current is cut back automatically by 
the outer loop, with a corresponding reduction in rate, and the entire process 
quickly settles to another steady state. 
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Figure 3 Simulated Gun Current Response 
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Figure 4. Simulated Rate Response 
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Figure 5 Simulated Outer Surface Temperature 
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V. Computer Tools 

Computer aided control system design tools were used extensively on 
this project. Because of its irherent flexibility, the DELIGHT code, from U.C. 
Berkeley,2 was used as a shell for simulation, plotting, and some controls 
analysis. We added to DELIGHT the capability to do numerical integration 
(LLNL's LSODÊ  code), implicit equation solving (C05NCF from the NAG$ 
library), and our own FORTRAN coding which implimented the system model, 
equations (2.1-2.3). The system model linearization was accomplished by 
taking forward differences about the nominal operating point. This forward 
difference procedure was easily programmed using DELIGHT'S interactive 
language, RATTLE. 

Matrix manipulation, including conversion from continuous to discrete 
time was done in MATLAB4. To get data from DELIGHT to MATLAB, and 
vice-versa, a small interface routine, provided with the MATLAB software, 
was added to DELIGHT (Figure 6). This interface simply allowed DELIGHT to 
read and write MATLAB-compatible data files. 

Figure 6. Software Tool Interfaces 

Poles of the linearized system model were computed using FISPACK̂  
routines (callable both from MATLAB and LLNL's version of DELIGHT). 
System zeros were computed using the routine MVZERÔ , provided by A. 
Laub, which we attached to DELIGHT Root loci and Bode plots were done in 
LSAP . Also, the polynomial arithmetic capability in LSAP was handy for 
computing open and closed loop transfer functions. A numerical limitation a 
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user must keep in mind, however, is the generally poor conditioning o, 
polynomial arithmetic on high order systems. Also, a drawback of the LSAP 
code is that it does not have a standard data file interface for FORTRAN 
programs (LSAP is writen in PASCAL), nor does it have a simple approach to 
adding features (as does DELIGHT), thus, in the time alloted, we were unable 
to create a completely automatic data transfer mechanism between the other 
codes and LSAP. 

VI. Summary 
AH told, we found that we had most of the necessary software tools 

for doing a reasonably complicated control design and analysis in a short 
period of time. The modeling effort, that is, derivation of equations (2.1-2.3) 
and determination of parameters, took the most time. Once we were fairly 
comfortable with the model, control design progressed smoothly. 

All of the codes described here were run on an interactive VAX/VMS 
computer environment. The availability of these codes, we feel, saved an 
enormous amount of development effort that otherwise would have been 
required. Also, the interactive nature of the codes, running on a responsive 
minicomputer, contributed to testing of new ideas and to thorough, 
cross-checked analysis that may have been too cumbersome in a batch 
environment. 
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